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Abstract
Imagine you and your friends are working together on a project
for art class. But there’s a problem. You only have one pencil
for each color needed to complete it. Uh-oh! Each of you wants
to start with yellow, so what do you do? Argue over the yellow
pencil? Or divide the pencils so one person starts with yellow,
while someone else uses green, and another person starts with
red?
You guessed right! Arguing is not as smart as finding a way to
split up the pencils. Did you know seabirds know the importance

of sharing too? They live in large groups with hundreds of birds
and many types of seabirds. They also have limited resources
– not pencils, but their food. We wanted to know how seabirds
split up their limited resources to survive together!
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Introduction
Black-legged kittiwake
Most seabirds live in large colonies (groups), with many different
kinds of birds. This is safer than living alone, since it protects the
Figure 1: Sympatric species are
different species that evolved
birds from predators that can hurt them. The hard part about
Razorbill
(developed) from one common
large groups is that all the birds like to eat fish. You can probably
ancestor but stay in the same
geographic region and live together.
imagine this leads to problems. For example, there is only a
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limited number of fish swimming near each colony. If the seabirds
want to live together without fighting, they have to divide their catch fish swimming near the surface. This limits the number of
limited food.
fish that kittiwakes can eat.

We studied a seabird group with:

Most of the birds like to build their nests in specific places.

1. Atlantic puffins

1. Puffins like to live in holes they dig into the ground.

2. Razorbills

2. Razorbills and murres live in openings they find in large rocks.

3. Common murres

3. Kittiwakes like nests on the edge of cliffs.

4. Black-legged kittiwakes

We also know that each type of bird can fly different distances
These four types of birds (Figure 1) have some things in common, before getting tired, so they each hunt for food in different places.
but of course they are also different in some ways. Puffins, We wanted to know how seabirds use their differences to live
razorbills, and murres can dive. Kittiwakes can’t, so they only together peacefully.
Мore free environmental science resources аt: www.ScienceJournalForKids.org
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Methods
To answer this question, we caught (mostly by hand) all four
bird species and attached wireless GPS trackers to their bodies.
We were very careful not to hurt any birds. We did this on the
Canadian islands of Betchouanes and Île de la Maison (Figure 2).
Then we looked at the data (information) wirelessly from the GPS
every time the birds came back to their nests. Since the GPS is
wireless, we did not bother the birds to see where they flew to
find food.

Betchouanes
Île de la Maison

We only looked at GPS information from the island of Betchouanes.
Sadly, we could not look at the GPS information for puffins
because there were problems with the trackers.
We also watched the birds with binoculars and cameras to see
what type of food they brought home to the nests to feed their
chicks. This way we could see if they all ate the same types of
fish, or if they each liked certain species. We could not do this for
kittiwakes because they do not carry food in their bill. Instead,
they regurgitate it. That means they swallow the fish and then
throw it up into their baby chick’s throats.

Figure 2: We studied
the birds on two
different islands in
Canada: Betchouanes
and Île de la Maison.
Image: Google Maps

Sounds gross, right? But it makes good sense! It's easier for parent
kittiwakes to carry food inside their stomachs and it's easier for chicks to eat
fish that's already in tiny pieces.

Results

How many hours was the average hunt?

These differences allow them to live together without fighting
for food resources (fish).

Which type of seabird stays closest to the
colony? Why do you think this species can
hunt for such a short period of time?

Figure 3: While murres
searched for food the
longest, kittiwakes
searched the farthest
away from the colony.
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We found different seabirds shared some of the same hunting
spots. But they all had differences in their favorite types of fish
or how far away from the nest they flew. For example, razorbills
hunted close to their colonies, while kittiwakes flew farther away
to find food (Figure 3). Murres could find bigger fish and many
different kinds. This is probably because they can dive deeper
than the other seabirds – and there they can find bigger and
different kinds of fish.
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Discussion
We found out why different seabird species could live together
peacefully. The reason is because they split their limited
resources. At first we thought they all ate the same fish –
which can lead to many battles over food. But we showed they
use small differences in their lifestyles so they can share the
tasty fish. Some of those differences are:
1. They hunt fish at different distances from their colonies.
2. They can dive into different parts of the water to find more
fish.

4. Puffins and razorbills ate many kinds of fish, while murres
only ate one species of fish.
To get the protection of living in a big group, seabirds have
learned how to adapt to each other. They learn new ways
to hunt over time so they can live happily and help one
another. Sharing their limited fish resources is called niche
differentiation. This is a very important process in nature when
many animals are battling for resources.

3. Some of them like to eat smaller fish, while others like 		
bigger ones.

Conclusion
We can learn something very important from seabirds: It’s
best for everybody to divide resources instead of fighting over
them.
Remember the example of the art project with your friends?
This works in many other situations, too! For example, time is
a limited resource. It might take you two hours to understand

your science homework. But maybe you have a friend who is
really good at science. Why not ask your friend to explain it?
That will be faster than learning it on your own. This way you
can both get good grades while spending more time doing
non-school activities.

Glossary of Key Terms
Bird colonies – some seabirds like to live together in groups. Sometimes these colonies are not birds from only one species, but from
many different species! Their large numbers protect them from predators who can hurt the birds.
Niche differentiation – when different types of animals live together in one area, there will probably be at least one resource to fight
over (like fish). Niche differentiation means that animals living together adapt (change) over time to share the resources, so there is
enough for everybody.
Predators – animals that live mostly by killing and eating other animals. Some examples of seabird predators are humans, chipmunks,
snakes, frogs, deer, and coyotes.
Resources – something people or animals use to meet their needs. Food is an example of a resource for both people and animals.
Species – a group of living things with similar qualities. For example, puffins, razorbills, murres, and kittiwakes are different species of
seabirds.
Sympatric species – different species that evolved (developed) from one common ancestor but stayed in the same region and live
together.
GPS tracker – a radio system that uses signals from satellites to find the location of something moving (like a bird). The trackers helped
scientists see where birds hunt for food.
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Check your understanding
1

Which of the four seabird species can dive the deepest?

2

Why do you think kittiwakes fly the farthest away from the colony to forage for (find) food?

3

How did we catch birds to attach the GPS trackers? Can you think of another way to catch them?

4

Which other animals do you think can be sympatric species?
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